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ABSTRACT
Observers experience a series of limitations when measuring galaxy kinematics, such as variable seeing conditions and aperture
size. These effects can be reduced using empirical corrections, but these equations are usually applicable within a restrictive set
of boundary conditions (e.g. Sérsic indices within a given range) that can lead to biases when trying to compare measurements
made across a full kinematic survey. In this work, we present new corrections for two widely used kinematic parameters, λR and
V/σ , that are applicable across a broad range of galaxy shapes, measurement radii, and ellipticities. We take a series of mock
observations of N-body galaxy models and use these to quantify the relationship between the observed kinematic parameters,
structural properties, and different seeing conditions. Derived corrections are then tested using the full catalogue of galaxies,
including hydrodynamic models from the EAGLE simulation. Our correction is most effective for regularly rotating systems, yet
the kinematic parameters of all galaxies – fast, slow, and irregularly rotating systems – are recovered successfully. We find that
λR is more easily corrected than V/σ , with relative deviations of 0.02 and 0.06 dex, respectively. The relationship between λR and
V/σ , as described by the parameter κ , also has a minor dependence on seeing conditions. These corrections will be particularly
useful for stellar kinematic measurements in current and future integral field spectroscopic surveys of galaxies.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Stellar kinematics are a key component in unlocking the mysteries
of galactic formation and evolution (de Zeeuw & Franx 1991;
Cappellari 2016). Prior to the millennium, morphology was often
categorized by the light distribution alone. Using this approach,
early-type elliptical systems appear smooth and structureless, ‘red
and dead’ (Binney & Merrifield 1998). When kinematics are incor-
porated, this arm of Hubble’s tuning fork segments into many more
branches. Using long-slit spectroscopy, it was shown that elliptical
galaxies have a slow rotational component (Illingworth 1977; Binney
1978; Bertola, Zeilinger & Rubin 1989) and flattened ellipticals rotate
more quickly (Davies et al. 1983). Using integral field spectroscopy
(IFS), the variety of different kinematic states only increased, from
those with regular rotation at various speeds to irregular systems with
features like decoupled cores and embedded discs (Cappellari et al.
2007; Emsellem et al. 2007, 2011).

SAURON (Bacon et al. 2001; de Zeeuw et al. 2002) and ATLAS3D

(Cappellari et al. 2011a) were the first two-dimensional, spatially
resolved, kinematic surveys to begin unravelling the kinematic
morphology–density relationship, investigating this variety of kine-
matic structure and building a picture of how these structures have
grown and evolved over time. They used two kinematic parameters to
classify the kinematic morphology of each system observed, λR and
V/σ . Both quantities are used to understand the importance of random
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versus ordered motions in a galaxy. The observable spin parameter
λR was designed by Emsellem et al. (2007) to better distinguish
internal kinematic structure due to the radial dependence that takes
full advantage of the 2D kinematic information. This λR parameter
is defined,

λR =
∑np

i=1 FiRi |Vi |∑np
i=1 FiRi

√
V 2

i + σ 2
i

. (1)

The quantity V/σ , which measures the relative importance of
rotation to dispersion, can be described by the definition put forward
by Binney (2005) and Cappellari et al. (2007),

V /σ =
√∑np

i=1 FiV
2
i∑np

i=1 Fiσ
2
i

, (2)

where Fi is the observed flux, Ri is the circularized radial position,
Vi is the line-of-sight (LOS) velocity, and σ i is the LOS velocity
dispersion, all quantified per image pixel, i, and summed across the
total number of pixels, np, within some measurement radius.

The spin parameter, λR, is commonly used to divide galaxies into
kinematic classes. Galaxies with low λR and high λR, as measured
within the boundary containing half the total light (i.e. the half-
light isophote), were labelled by Emsellem et al. (2007, 2011) as
slow rotators (SRs) and fast rotators (FRs), respectively. Cappellari
(2016) reformalized these divisions within the spin versus ellipticity
plane, using the formula

λRe ≤ 0.08 + εe/4, where εe < 0.4; (3)
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where εe is the ellipticity of the half-light isophote, Reff, within
which λRe is calculated. SRs occupy the lower left-hand corner of the
λR–ε diagram with round, low ellipticities and often with irregular
kinematic morphologies. The majority of galaxies appear as FRs,
however, that occupy the rest of the parameter space. With these
definitions, kinematic classes can be mapped out and trends between
their distribution and other galaxy properties linked.

Multi-object, IFS surveys such as the SAMI survey (Sydney-AAO
Multi-object Integral field spectrograph; Croom et al. 2012; Bryant
et al. 2015) and MaNGA (Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache
Point; Bundy et al. 2015; Blanton et al. 2017) are beginning to
explore the nuances of kinematic morphology, with ∼3000 (z <

0.12) and ∼10 000 (z < 0.15) galaxies, respectively. These surveys
have drawn links between the distribution of kinematic structures,
stellar mass, local environment, and age (Bois et al. 2011; Cappellari
et al. 2011b, 2013; Emsellem et al. 2011; Veale et al. 2017; van de
Sande et al. 2018). These relationships have also been probed in
cosmological simulations (Jesseit et al. 2009; Lagos et al. 2018b;
Rosito et al. 2019; van de Sande et al. 2019). However, the dominant
driver for transforming galaxies is still unclear; does the environment
of a galaxy has any effect on the occurrence of different kinematic
morphologies, or is galaxy mass a more important factor? Does
the significance of these dependences evolve across cosmic time?
(Brough et al. 2017; Penoyre et al. 2017; Greene et al. 2018; Lagos
et al. 2018a, b).

Future observing runs and surveys will build the census of galaxies
we need to answer these questions. Kinematics will be measured out
to larger and larger radii across broader redshift ranges with superb
resolution. For example, the secondary MaNGA sample (Wake et al.
2017) will observe ∼3300 galaxies at z < 0.15 out to 2.5 Reff. With
the next generation of instruments, such as HECTOR (Bryant et al.
2016), the number of observations measured out to 2 Reff is set
to increase dramatically; the MAGPI survey1 will observe ∼180
galaxies out at 0.25 < z < 0.35 out to 2–3 Reff using MUSE.

It has been demonstrated by a variety of groups, however, that
our kinematic measurements are negatively affected by atmospheric
seeing conditions (D’Eugenio et al. 2013; van de Sande et al. 2017a,
b; Graham et al. 2018; Greene et al. 2018; Harborne et al. 2019). The
LOS velocity measurement is artificially decreased and LOS velocity
dispersion increased due to beam smearing, causing measured values
of λR and V/σ to decrease. When comparing measurements made at
a variety of seeing conditions, as is often the case for surveys, it
is unclear if the observed relationships are simply an artefact of
observing conditions, or whether stronger trends would be observed
if the measurements were corrected.

In Graham et al. (2018, hereafter G18), an empirical formula
was presented that corrected measurements of λR made within an
effective radius, Reff, for regular FRs. In Harborne et al. (2019), it
was demonstrated that this correction works well for an independent
set of isolated N-body galaxies of a variety of morphologies. While
the G18 correction is very successful for FR galaxies with Sérsic
indices between 0.5 < n < 6.5, it was not tested outside of this
range. Furthermore, a similar correction is not available for V/σ and
conversion from one to the other is not trivial if the relationship
between the two is also dependent on seeing (Emsellem et al. 2007;
Cortese et al. 2019).

Given the importance of the kinematic morphology–density rela-
tion in understanding galactic formation and evolution, it is important
that we can apply corrections to all systems in a kinematic survey. The
main goal of this paper is to design a seeing correction for λR and V/σ

1http://magpisurvey.org/

that are applicable across a broad range of galaxy shapes, measure-
ment radii, and projected inclination. Furthermore, we aim to test the
accuracy of this correction and investigate whether possible system-
atic biases arise in the corrected sample. In Section 2, we introduce
our simulations and our methodology for observing these models.
We present our fitting procedure and derived correction in Section 3.
The results of applying this correction can be seen in Section 4 for
fast, slow, and irregular rotators. We also discuss the effect of seeing
on the relationship between λR and V/σ . Overall conclusions can be
found in Section 5. Throughout this work, we assume a Lambda cold
dark matter (�CDM) cosmology with �m = 0.308, �� = 0.692, and
H0 = 67.8.

2 M E T H O D

Here, we describe how we have constructed the data set used to derive
and validate our corrections. This is divided into three parts: first, we
explain the design of the galaxy catalogue; next, we outline how the
full catalogue of galaxies has been constructed; finally, we describe
how we have generated the synthetic IFS data cubes, observed galaxy
properties such as the effective radius (Reff) and ellipticity (ε), and
measured the kinematics λR and V/σ for all models.

2.1 Designing the catalogue

The majority of galaxies in the Universe appear to be regular
FRs (Cappellari et al. 2011b; van de Sande et al. 2017a; Graham
et al. 2019). The SAMI survey contains ∼ 10 per cent SR following
aperture correction (van de Sande et al. 2017a), ATLAS3D (selected
for early-type galaxies) contains ∼ 4–11 per cent (Emsellem et al.
2011), and MaNGA contains ∼ 1–7 per cent (Graham et al. 2019).
CALIFA (Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field Area; Sanchez et al. 2012)
contains 28 per cent SRs for stellar masses above 1011 M� (Falcón-
Barroso et al. 2019). SR fractions only become high in the most
massive regimes around 1012 M� where the value was shown to go
up to ∼ 90 per cent by the MASSIVE survey (Veale et al. 2017). For
this reason, it seems sensible to optimize our correction to work best
for the regular FR class.

We define SRs using the criteria from Cappellari (2016), as shown
in equation (3). In the alternative case that an observation is greater
than this criterion for round isophotes (εe < 0.4), or flatter than
εe = 0.4, the system is classed as an FR.2 For measurements of λR

made at greater or smaller radii than Reff, the system still retains the
classification made at Reff.

Using N-body simulations, we can generate a wide variety of
visual morphologies (i.e. E-S0 to Sd systems) with regularly rotating
velocity structures. These systems sit in equilibrium and describe the
‘perfect’ isolated regular rotator case. We have generated a sample
of 18 models, shown in Table 1, spanning the visual morphology
parameter space. Of this sample, we expect the S0–Sd galaxies to
sit within the FR regime. The three E-S0 galaxies sit closer to the
SR/FR division.

We aim to apply our corrections to the full range of galaxies
observed in a survey. This will include systems that have irregular
kinematic morphologies, such as 2σ galaxies (where two dispersion
maxima are seen near the centre of the galaxy in the two-dimensional
LOS velocity and dispersion maps). Similarly, real galaxies in the

2The boundary of εe = 0.4 is based on observations made by ATLAS3D that
all disc-less SR are rounder than εe = 0.4. This has been further supported by
SAMI (Fogarty et al. 2015) and CALIFA observations (Falcón-Barroso et al.
2017).
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Table 1. Outlining the properties of each idealized isolated galaxy model
created for use in this investigation. All models in this Table have been
constructed using GALIC and evolved for 10 Gyr using GADGET-2, are
composed of 2.5 × 106 particles and have a total stellar mass of 1 × 1010

M�. Images of all of these systems are shown in the supplementary materials
in Appendix D.

Model B/T Concen- Bulge scale Disc scale Sérsic index
tration length length n

c A (kpc) h (kpc)

1 62.149 9.279 5.01
E-S0 0.8 1 31.075 9.279 6.42

1 12.430 9.279 7.99

1 12.430 9.279 2.81
S0 0.6 10 3.451 5.640 3.97

50 0.972 2.914 5.36

1 12.430 9.279 2.16
Sa 0.4 10 3.451 5.640 2.99

50 0.972 2.914 4.07

1 12.430 9.279 1.75
Sb 0.25 10 3.451 5.640 2.28

50 0.972 2.914 2.94

1 12.430 9.279 1.24
Sc 0.05 10 3.451 5.640 1.26

50 0.972 2.914 1.46

1 12.430 9.279 1.19
Sd 0.025 10 3.451 5.640 1.11

50 0.972 2.914 1.22

universe may not be fully relaxed, equilibrium structures with regular
velocity fields.

To validate our corrections for the variety of kinematic classes, we
have selected a further seven galaxies from the cosmological, hydro-
dynamical simulation, EAGLE (Crain et al. 2015; Schaye et al. 2015;
McAlpine et al. 2016). These galaxies are shown in Table 2. While
they have been selected because they are reasonably isolated systems
at the present day, these systems have grown from cosmological
initial conditions via mergers and accretions, as well as experiencing
interactions. This provides us with a complementary sample of
simulated galaxies whose kinematics are shaped by cosmologically
realistic assembly histories.

This gives us a full catalogue of 25 model galaxies. Because we
have the full three-dimensional model, we can rotate and project
each of these systems at a variety of different angles and measure
the kinematics within various apertures. Each galaxy is observed
multiple times in order to build up a comprehensive picture of the
kinematic parameter space.

2.2 The simulations

2.2.1 Isolated N-body models

The initial conditions for each of the 18 N-body galaxy models have
been constructed using GALIC (Yurin & Springel 2014) and evolved
for 10 Gyr using a modified version of GADGET-2 (Springel, Di
Matteo & Hernquist 2005).

GALIC uses elements of made-to-measure (Syer & Tremaine 1996;
Dehnen 2009) and Schwarzschild’s techniques (Schwarzschild 1979)
to construct a bound system of particles that satisfy a stationary
solution to the collisionless Boltzmann equation. Each model is
initialized with three components: a dark matter halo distribution,

a stellar bulge, and a stellar disc. The dark matter halo, ρdm(r), and
stellar bulge, ρb(r), structures are described by a Hernquist profile:

ρdm(r) = Mdm

2π

adm

r(r + adm)3
, (4)

ρb(r) = Mb

2π

ab

r(r + ab)3
, (5)

where, for each component i, Mi describes the total mass, ai the scale
radius (which is a function of the chosen concentration), and r the
spherical radius defined with respect to the centre of mass. Stellar
discs are generated with exponential profiles and an axis-symmetric
velocity structure:

ρd(R, z) = Md

4πz0h2
sech2

(
z

z0

)
exp

(
−R

h

)
, (6)

where R is the radius within the plane of the disc, z is the height off
the plane, h is the scale length, and z0 is the scale height. In each
case, the stellar component of the galaxy model contains 2.5 × 106

particles each with a mass of 4 × 103 M�, corresponding to a total
stellar mass of 1 × 1010 M�. The proportion of mass in the bulge and
disc is determined by the bulge-to-total mass ratio (B/T). We have
examined a variety of different B/T and concentrations, as shown
in Table 1. Discs retain a smooth structure, with no spiral arms or
features forming at this mass. We associate each particle with a
luminosity based on a mass-to-light ratio of 1 ϒ�. We tested the
impact of varying mass-to-light ratio between the bulge and the disc
using a wide range in M/L of the two components, but we did not
detect a significant effect from the results presented in this work (i.e.
∼ 0.03 dex residuals on corrected kinematics in the most extreme
case considered).

We ensure that these models are kinematically equilibrated and
numerically stable by evolving the particle positions for 10 Gyr using
a modified version of GADGET-2. We have removed the particles that
describe the dark matter component from the simulation and replaced
them with an analytic form of the underlying dark matter potential.
This ensures that the disc is stable against numerical artefacts
caused by mass differences between stellar and dark matter particles
(Ludlow et al. 2019); it also allows us to generate relatively high-
resolution models of regularly rotating systems at low computational
cost. The validity of this method has been evaluated in Harborne et al.
(2019) and we direct the reader to this paper for further discussion.

2.2.2 EAGLE hydrodynamical models

EAGLE is a suite of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations de-
signed to investigate the formation and evolution of galaxies. We have
used seven galaxies from the publicly available RefL0100N1504
simulation run; this simulation box is a cubic volume with a side
length of 100 comoving Mpc, with initial baryonic particle masses
of mg = 1.81 × 106 M�, and maximum gravitational softening
lengths of εprop = 0.70 pkpc.

Of the galaxies chosen, the three FRs are from a selection of sys-
tems with high spin parameters (λR > 0.6) as identified by Lagos et al.
(2018b). The remaining galaxies, GalaxyIDs = 10770392
(2σ ), 10048611 (odd), 9267523 (low rotation),and 18294880
(prolate), have been selected for analysis from a subsequent data
base of 217 galaxies identified within the RefL0100N1504 box
for having irregular or SR kinematic morphologies (Lagos et al., in
preparation). All of these galaxies have a stellar mass above 1 × 1010

M�, and contain at least 10 000 particles to describe this stellar
component. This conservative limit has been selected to ensure that
the numerical noise in these systems is low; this limit is higher than
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Table 2. Outlining the properties of the EAGLE galaxies included in this work. All galaxies are taken from the publicly available
RefL0100N1054 simulation run. We show images of all of these systems in the supplementary materials in Appendix D.

Galaxy ID Group/subgroup Stellar Sérsic Stellar mass Stellar particle Kinematic
number R1/2 (kpc) index (1010 M�) number classification

9267523 1387/0 2.33 6.93 1.20 10028 Low rotation
10048611 1883/0 3.72 15.10 1.41 10994 Odd
10770392 2461/0 2.33 7.48 1.63 12789 2σ

14202037 141/0 5.78 4.69 15.6 112382 FR
17199679 30/1 3.61 4.78 14.3 101484 FR
18223768 119/1 4.01 2.49 14.5 107591 FR
18294880 946/0 3.27 7.78 2.83 23948 Prolate

the convergence limit found for EAGLE systems in Lagos et al. (2017).
We examine the mock r-band cut-out images to ensure systems are
isolated and not interacting with other systems at z = 0.

In EAGLE, each stellar particle is initialized with a stellar mass
described by the Chabrier (2003) initial mass function; metallicities
are inherited from the parent gas particle and ages are recorded from
formation to current snapshot time. To convert these stellar properties
into an observed flux, we follow the method outlined in Trayford
et al. (2015). Using the GALEXEV synthesis models (Bruzual &
Charlot 2003) for simple stellar populations, we generate a spectral
energy distribution (SED) and associated flux for each stellar particle.
For this sample, we have used PROSPECT (Robotham et al. 2020)
to generate SEDs by logarithmically interpolating the GALEXEV
models (that provide a discrete set of ages and metallicities, ranging
from t = 105–2 × 1010 yr and from Z∗ = 10−4 − 0.05, respectively).
We find that, of the galaxies chosen, 1–10 per cent of the metallicities
lie outside of the extremities of the BC03 range, and so we extrapolate
in these cases, as in Trayford et al. (2015).

Beyond this point, we follow the same process for both the isolated
N-body galaxies and the hydrodynamical EAGLE sample.

2.3 The observations

We have taken a series of mock observations of the 25 galaxies shown
in Tables 1 and 2 using the R-package SIMSPIN (Harborne, Power &
Robotham 2020). This code takes N-body/SPH models of galaxies
and constructs kinematic data cubes like those produced in an IFS
observation. This code is registered with the Astrophysics Source
Code Library (Harborne 2019) and can be downloaded directly from
GitHub.3 Using this framework, we have explored a large parameter
space that includes kinematic measurements made at a variety of
seeing conditions, projected inclinations, and measurement radii.

2.3.1 Quantifying observational properties

Initially, we need to define the effective radius, Sérsic index, and
ellipticity for each galaxy in the catalogue. Observationally, this
would be done using ancillary data from larger optical surveys rather
than from the kinematic cubes produced with an IFS. Hence, for the
N-body models, we make a series of high-resolution flux maps in
which we place each galaxy at a sufficient distance that the aperture
size encompasses the entire face-on projected galaxy. Pixels are set
to 0.05 arcsec equivalent to the resolving power of the Hubble Space
Telescope. We have done the same for the EAGLE galaxies, but given
the particle resolution, we instead mimic the resolution of KiDS
images with pixels set to 0.2 arcsec. We then use PROFIT (Robotham
et al. 2017) to divide each galaxy image into a series of isophotal

3https://github.com/kateharborne/SimSpin

ellipses by rank ordering the pixels and segmenting these into equally
spaced flux quantiles.

We use the surface brightness profile and the isophotal ellipses
produced by PROFIT to measure the effective radius and determine
the ellipticity of the region. The effective radius, Reff, is taken to be the
outer semimajor axis of the elliptical isophote containing 50 per cent
of the total flux. Taking all pixels interior to this radius, we compute
the ellipticity by diagonalizing the inertia tensor to give the axial
ratio, q, where ellipticity is defined, ε = (1 − q).

We measure λR and V/σ at a variety of measurement radii and
so compute the ellipticity at incremental factors of Reff (Rfac

eff values
including 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.5). Across this broad range of radii,
the ellipticity of the isophotes does change and so the ellipticity
of our measurement area must also vary. Following the method
above, we take all pixels contained within the outer radius of an
isophote containing incrementally larger portions of the total flux
(at 11 divisions from 25 per cent to 75 per cent) and compute
q as a function of radius. Because this is discretized by the flux
portions examined to determine the axial ratio at specific radii, we
fit a polynomial to the radial q-distribution and interpolate to predict
ellipticity at each position.

2.3.2 Measuring observable kinematics

We have made two sets of kinematic measurements throughout this
experiment: λR and V/σ (equations 1 and 2). With the cubes output
from SIMSPIN, we calculate these kinematic parameters for each
observation.

We generate IFS data cubes at the resolution of the SAMI. Stellar
kinematics have been measured in this survey using both the blue
and red spectra, but because most absorption features are present at
blue wavelengths, we use these specifications for creating our mock
IFS cubes. SAMI has a 580V grating mounted on the blue arm of
the AAOmega, giving a resolution of R ∼1800 (Scott et al. 2018)
and covering a wavelength range of 3700–5700 Å. Kinematic cubes
have a spatial pixel size of 0.5 arcsec and a velocity pixel size of 1.04
Å (Green et al. 2018). The line spread function for spectra extracted
from the blue arm of the spectrograph is well approximated by a
Gaussian with full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.65 Å (van
de Sande et al. 2017b).

For each galaxy, we generate images at 19 equally spaced incli-
nations from 0◦ to 90◦ (i.e. from face-on to edge-on, respectively);
at each inclination, we have applied 31 equally spaced degrees of
seeing, increasing the FWHM of the Gaussian point spread function
(PSF) from 0 to 15 arcsec (where σ PSF = FWHMPSF/2.355). At each
level of blurring, the measurement ellipse is held constant, as mea-
sured from our high-resolution images explained in Section 2.3.1.
Finally, we have considered a range of measurement radii, taking
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Figure 1. Demonstrating the distribution of λR observations and their FR/SR
classification made for the simulations in Tables 1 (centre) and 2 (below). On
the left, we show all observations with classification based on their ‘true’
classification; on the right, we show classifications set by the observed λR.
FRs are shown in blue and SRs as red. Each galaxy observation is classified
by the equivalent observation at Reff (Cappellari 2016), and hence in the cases
where kinematics are measured at Rfac

eff = 2.5, λR values may be quite high.
The percentage of SR for the total distribution in each case is shown as ‘fSR’
in the upper right corner. A comparison to the SAMI galaxies is made (above),
where we show the distribution of measurements within SAMI DR2 (using
the quality criteria and cuts made in van de Sande et al. 2017b, 2019) and
where the fSR fraction has been calculated as for the SIMSPIN galaxies.

our kinematic measurements of λR and V/σ within 5 factors of the
effective radius from 0.5 to 2.5 Reff. For each of these radius factors,
the ellipticity of the corresponding isophote at this new distance has
been modified and the kinematic value calculated within this new
ellipse.

Throughout these observations, we keep the spatial sampling
within the measurement ellipse consistent. The spatial sampling and
aperture size have a strong impact on the measurement of kinematics,
as shown by D’Eugenio et al. (2013) and van de Sande et al. (2017a).
To make sure that our values are comparable (and that any measured
differences are not due to the effects of spatial sampling), we have
projected each galaxy at a distance such that the semimajor axis of
the measurement ellipse is equivalent to the same number of pixels
(e.g. 14 px within the 15 px aperture radius).4

This gives us 2945 measurements of λR and V/σ for each
galaxy: 73 625 observations of each kinematic measure in total. The
distribution of λR measured in each of these is shown in Fig. 1, in
comparison to the distribution of kinematics from the SAMI DR2
(Scott et al. 2018).

4For completeness, we have explored the spatial sampling dependence of
our correction in Appendix C and demonstrate its validity and the corrected-
kinematic uncertainties for a range of spatial sampling scenarios.

We have classified these observations individually as FRs or SRs
based on the criterion in equation (3). Because Emsellem et al. (2007)
and Cappellari (2016) defined this equation based on the measured
kinematics within 1 Reff, we have used the classifications from the
Rfac

eff = 1 sample to label the observations made at other apertures (i.e.
the kinematic class is defined using the λR measurement at Rfac

eff = 1
but assigned to all measurement radii for a specific galaxy at a given
inclination).

On the left, we show each observation with the labelled kinematic
class based on the true kinematics; on the right, we show all
observations with kinematic class based on the observed kinematics.
This highlights one of the main concerns of seeing on the measure-
ment of kinematics. Initially, when classifying observations made
of the N-body systems at perfect seeing, 3 per cent are classified
as SR. However, following the addition of atmospheric blurring,
this percentage increases to 17 per cent. Observations of inherently
FR systems are pushed into the SR category due to the additional
dispersion of the atmosphere. Fractions such as these form the
basis of many works on kinematic morphology–density evolution
(D’Eugenio et al. 2013; Houghton et al. 2013; Scott et al. 2014;
van de Sande et al. 2017a; Lagos et al. 2018b; Graham et al. 2019),
and this confirms the need for the seeing correction derived in this
work. Note that the N-body catalogue was not designed to reproduce
realistic kinematic morphology. We show how this fraction changes
from true to observed and finally following correction in order to
justify the application of this work to real data.

Having generated 73 625 measurements of both λR and V/σ in a
variety of observational conditions, we can now map the parameter
space with σ PSF/Rmaj, fit a model in order to correct for these effects,
and then test the correction on a wide variety of different galaxy
models and projection conditions.

3 MO D E L L I N G TH E C O R R E C T I O N

From our catalogue of 73 625 observations, we only use the S0–Sd
models from Table 1 to model the correction. This allows us to design
a correction that works best for the majority of galaxies, as discussed
in Section 2.1. Hence, we focus on the isolated regular rotators that
fall well within the FR regime, which reduces our sample to 44 175
observations and leaves the rest of the catalogue for verification.

First, we define the ‘true’ value for each kinematic measure. As
in G18, the common assumption is that the intrinsic ‘true’ λR value
corresponds to a measurement made in perfect seeing conditions. In
this work, we extend this definition: λR

true and V/σ true are defined
to be the value measured within a fixed measurement radius at a
fixed inclination when seeing conditions are perfect. We parametrize
the seeing conditions by the ratio of the semimajor axis of the
measurement ellipse, Rmaj relative to the σ of the PSF (i.e. for perfect
seeing, σ PSF/Rmaj = 0). Hence, the relative difference between the
observed and true values is defined:

�λR = log10

(
λobs

R

) − log10

(
λtrue

R

)
, (7)

�V /σ = log10(V /σ obs) − log10(V /σ true). (8)

We describe our parameter space using these definitions, consider-
ing how �λR and �V/σ change with σ PSF/Rmaj. Because inclination
is difficult to parametrize in observations without modelling (i.e.
Taranu et al. 2017), we use the observed ellipticity of the galaxy at
each inclination as a proxy. To mathematically describe the behaviour
of kinematics with seeing, we make the following assumptions:
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Recovering λ R and V/σ 2023

Figure 2. Demonstrating a selection of regular rotator kinematic tracks with increasingly poor seeing conditions as compared to the distribution of observations
in the SAMI survey DR2. Colour indicates galaxy shape according to Sérsic index. Here, we can see that the relationship is well described by a power law, but
the spread in this power law has strong dependences on galaxy projection and shape. Similar trends are seen for Rfac

eff = 0.5, 1.5, 2, and 2.5, as shown on the
right.

(i) That the parameter space for regular rotators (σ PSF/Rmaj versus
�λR or �V/σ ) can be fully described using galaxy shape, as defined
by Sérsic index and ellipticity, and measurement radius.

(ii) In the case where a galaxy is unresolved (i.e. when σ PSF/Rmaj

> 1), no attempts would be made to correct kinematic measurements.
(iii) Equally, when seeing conditions are perfect (i.e. σ PSF/Rmaj =

0), no correction would be applied.
(iv) We cannot reliably quantify the kinematics of face-on galax-

ies. Furthermore, kinematically there is a degeneracy between a face-
on FR and an elliptical SR at any inclination. In this sample, we have
removed tracks for observations where λR or V/σ are less than 0.05,
and in cases where the observed ellipticity, ε is less than 0.05 in order
to account for this.

(v) Properties such as ellipticity and effective radius have been
calculated accurately from high-resolution data and, if required,
corrected independently. We do not address the effects of observation
on the recovery of these properties. See works by Cortese et al.
(2016), Weijmans et al. (2014), Jesseit et al. (2009), Padilla & Strauss
(2008), Krajnovic et al. (2006), etc., for further discussion of this
topic.

Following these assumptions, we are left with a sample of 35 499
observations of λR and 35 567 observations of V/σ from which we
can derive corrections. We test the validity of the first assumption by
examining the relationship between σ PSF/Rmaj and �. Fig. 2 shows a
selection of σ PSF/Rmaj versus �λR and �V/σ tracks for measurements
made within 1 Reff on the left-hand side; very similar trends can be
seen for the other Rfac

eff values considered, as shown in the panels to

the right. Each one of these tracks demonstrates how the kinematic
measurement changes as seeing conditions worsen, combining the
31 observations at 0 ≤ σ PSF/Rmaj < 1 into a single track.

Within both kinematic properties, we see that all tracks generally
describe a classic ‘S-curve’ sigmoid function. In Fig. 2, we have
colour coded tracks by their Sérsic index. There is significant
scatter in the exact parametrization due to the shape, ellipticity, and
measurement radius of the galaxy being observed. Similar effects
were observed in G18. The dependence on Sérsic index appears to
be inverted for V/σ (in comparison to λR). This is an interesting
feature that may be due to the fact that λR is dependent on the
velocity measurement in both the numerator and the denominator of
equation (1), effectively cancelling out some of the effects of seeing.
We also see the gradient of each distribution scales with measurement
radius. There may be further factors that contribute to the scatter in
this plane, but these properties fairly represent the dominant sources
of uncertainty that can be quantified observationally.

Hence, we can describe the behaviour of any track using two
functions; one function that describes the sigmoid shape caused by
seeing and a second that describes how different parameters influence
the scatter in the residual, i.e.

�λR ∼ f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
+ f

(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)
, (9)

�V /σ ∼ f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
+ f

(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)
. (10)

First, we consider the sigmoid equation that describes the trend
between the kinematics and σ PSF/Rmaj. We fit each track with a
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2024 K. E. Harborne et al.

sigmoid function, given by

f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
= α

1 + exp
[
β
(

σPSF
Rmaj

)γ

+ δ
] + c. (11)

In order to facilitate our third assumption (that no correction is
applied when seeing conditions are perfect), we set c = −α/(1
+ exp[δ]). This provides additional constraints on the fit. By
minimizing the sum of square residuals, we optimize the fit of this
function to each track in our sample (consisting of 1167 and 1166
tracks for �λR and �V/σ , respectively) and take the mean value of α,
β, γ , and δ in order to describe the average track shape. In doing so,
we find the following best-fitting models describe the general shape:

f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)�λR

= 7.48

1+exp

[
4.08

(
σPSF
Rmaj

)1.60

+2.89

] − 0.39, (12)

f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)�V /σ

= 7.55

1+exp

[
4.42

(
σPSF
Rmaj

)1.55

+2.73

] − 0.46. (13)

Once the initial sigmoid has been subtracted, the residuals that
remain in both �λR and �V/σ are a flared distribution about
zero with standard deviation of 0.05 and 0.08 dex, respectively.
Returning to our assumptions, we suggested that the scatter in the
tracks is dependent on the observational parameters of galaxy shape,
ellipticity, and measurement radius. In the lower panels of Fig. 3, we
investigate the remaining scatter, where the residuals have each been
divided by some factor of the seeing conditions and coloured by the
values used to parametrize galaxy shape. This divisor facilitates our
assumption that the correction goes to zero at the appropriate bounds.
In doing so, we find that the observational parameters appear much
more linear, as the flare about zero has been removed, and can more
efficiently be described using a hyperplane.

We use HYPER.FIT to fit the remaining scatter. This is an R-package
developed by Robotham & Obreschkow (2015) that recovers the best-
fitting linear model by maximizing the general likelihood function,
assuming that some N-dimensional data set can be described by an (N
− 1)-dimensional plane with intrinsic scatter. Examining the data in
Fig. 3, and plotting the data in three dimensions, as in Fig. 4, it seems
a reasonable assumption that we can describe this distribution using
a plane. There are a very large number of possible fitting routines
contained within the HYPER.FIT package. Systematically, we checked
all available algorithms and settled on the method that minimizes the
intrinsic scatter in the solution.

In all cases, the hit-and-run (HAR) algorithm (Garthwaite, Fan &
Sisson 2010) produced the lowest values of intrinsic scatter.

f
(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)�λR = [0.10 × ε] + [−0.22 × log10(n)]

+ [−0.12 × Rfac
eff

] + 0.22, (σ = 0.048), (14)

f
(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)�V /σ = [−0.10 × ε] + [0.024 × log10(n)]

+ [−0.056 × Rfac
eff

] + 0.12, (σ = 0.047).

(15)

Subtracting these final trends from the residuals in Fig. 3, we find
that the dependences with shape are majorly removed, as shown
in Fig. 5. These distributions have mean of zero before and after
correction, but the standard deviation for these corrected tracks is
0.02 and 0.06 dex (improved from σ = 0.05 to 0.08) for �λR

and �V/σ , respectively. We show a relative comparison of these
distributions before and after the HYPER.FIT correction in Fig. 6.

Substituting in these hyperplane expressions into equations (9) and
(10), we have constructed the full corrections for �λR and �V/σ .

�λcorr
R = f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
+

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
× f

(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)
, (16)

where

f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)�λR

= 7.48

1 + exp

[
4.08

(
σPSF
Rmaj

)1.60
+ 2.89

] − 0.39,

f
(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)�λR = [0.10 × ε] + [−0.22 × log10(n)]

+ [−0.12 × Rfac
eff

] + 0.22.

�V /σ corr = f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
+ 3

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
× f

(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)
, (17)

where

f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)�V /σ

= 7.55

1 + exp

[
4.42

(
σPSF
Rmaj

)1.55
+ 2.73

] − 0.46,

f
(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)�V /σ = [−0.10 × ε] + [0.024 × log10(n)]

+ [−0.056 × Rfac
eff

] + 0.12.

In order to arrive at the λcorr
R and V/σ corr values, we also need

to invert equations (16) and (17). This is shown in equation (18)
for completeness. To ease the conversion of measured to corrected
values, we also present a simple PYTHON code for public use available
on GitHub.5

λcorr
R = 10[log10(λobs

R )−�λcorr
R ],

V /σ corr = 10[log10(V /σ obs)−�V /σ corr]. (18)

4 R ESULTS

Having derived these corrections using the 15 S0–Sd galaxies from
our N-body catalogue, we test how effective our correction is for
all galaxies in the catalogue. In this section, we begin by examining
how effective this correction is on the full N-body catalogue, breaking
these observations down into the FR and SR classes as given by equa-
tion (3). As a separate test, we investigate how well the correction
works for galaxies from the EAGLE simulation, using divisions of
FR, SR, and a further class of irregular systems. Finally, we use
our extensive data set to examine how the λR and V/σ kinematic
parameters are related and whether this has any dependence on seeing
conditions.

4.1 N-body catalogue results

We begin with a sample of 53 010 observations of λR and V/σ for the
18 galaxies in Table 1. We remove any values for which λR or V/σ is
less than 0.05, as well as any where the ellipticity is less than 0.05 (as
explained in Section 3). This leaves us with a total sample of 41 202

5http://github.com/kateharborne/kinematic corrections
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Recovering λ R and V/σ 2025

Figure 3. (Top row) Demonstrating the effect of subtracting the σ PSF/Rmaj dependence from the tracks for �λR (left) and �V/σ (right). (Lower three rows)
Examining how residual tracks are influenced by observational effects of ellipticity, Sérsic index, and measurement radius. The predominant source of scatter
appears to differ for λR and V/σ ; the former seems strongly correlated with Sérsic index and the latter more dependent on ellipticity.

Figure 4. Demonstrating the HYPER.FIT plane fitted to the scatter in the
residual of �λR. As this is a four-dimensional data set, we show the scatter
in 3D with colour representing the final parameter. In this case, each colour
represents each Rfac

eff . When presented in this fashion, it is clearly appropriate
to fit a hyperplane to describe the data.

and 41 325 observations for λR and V/σ , respectively, including the
three E-S0 regular rotators.

We divide our observations into FRs and SRs using the criteria
of Cappellari (2016), as shown in equation (3). As described in

Section 2.3.2, these classifications are based on the measurements of
λR made at Rfac

eff = 1. This gives a sample of 34 039 FR and 7163 SR
observations.

Fig. 7 demonstrates the effect of applying corrections to both
λR (left) and V/σ (right) of the N-body models in Table 1. For
FR observations (above), this gives 1317 individual tracks for both
λR and V/σ . As shown on the left, not only does our correction
remove the negative trend with seeing for uncorrected λR, it also
significantly reduces the scatter of the distribution. This is because
we have included the observed ellipticity that effectively accounts
for inclination in our correction; the PSF is always circular and
so the effects of seeing are dependent on the projected inclina-
tion of the galaxy (for more details, see appendix C in G18).
The scatter is also reduced for V/σ on the right, but to a lesser
extent.

We note here that, when plotted as tracks, some of the tracks will
move from being FR to SR as the seeing grows worse causing some
to appear incomplete. It is important to divide these tracks in this way,
as an observation of a regularly rotating FR made in poor seeing may
be observed as an SR (Graham et al. 2019). We need to ensure that
these systems can also be corrected.

In the lower panels of Fig. 7, we consider the SR observations
of the N-body models. We show 383 individual tracks for both λR

and V/σ . Of these, 49 observations remain within the SR regime
across the full track length. Many more tracks begin at σ PSF/Rmaj

> 0 in this plot, where the increased level of seeing has caused an
intrinsically FR observation to drop below the criteria and appear as
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2026 K. E. Harborne et al.

Figure 5. Examining how final residual tracks for �λR (left) and �V/σ (right) are influenced by observational effects of ellipticity, Sérsic index, and measurement
radius once the scatter has been accounted for with HYPER.FIT. We have greatly reduced the dependences for this range of observational constraints (ε, n, Rfac

eff ),
though some minor scatter still remains.

Figure 6. Demonstrating the relative residuals in �λR and �V/σ before and
after the HYPER.FIT correction is applied. When we take galaxy shape into
account using HYPER.FIT, we find a more balanced distribution about zero.
The residuals for λR are smaller as compared to V/σ , which shows that we
correct λR with more success.

an SR. None the less, we still bring all values back towards true while
also reducing the scatter. A possible reason for this correction being
effective for both FRs and SRs is that we have considered the effects
of seeing in a relative parameter space. In this space, the track shape
is similar for both slow and fast rotation, as long as that rotation is
regular.

For the plots considering λR, we compare the correction presented
in this work to G18. In some respects, this comparison is unfair as the
G18 correction was designed for FR measurements made within a
single effective radius and for Sérsic indices between 0.5 < n < 6.5;

hence, the distinction is made between those observations that meet
the conditions and those that do not by colour coding Reff �= 1 and
n > 6.5 in yellow and valid G18 corrections in orange. This places
emphasis on the fact that including a factor that fully parametrizes
galaxy shape is important if we wish to reduce the scatter in the
�λR–σ PSF/Rmaj space.

The distribution of corrected values for the full sample of
41 202/41 325 observations are shown in Fig. 8. The following
statistics are presented as the median of each distribution with the
16th and 84th percentiles below and above, respectively (ν84th

16th ). On
average, the effect of seeing conditions is to reduce the values of
�λobs

R ∼ −0.245−0.051
−0.388 and �V/σ obs ∼ −0.310−0.071

−0.463. By applying
the correction presented in this work, these values become �λcorr

R

∼ 0.000+0.017
−0.016 and �V/σ corr ∼ 0.000+0.038

−0.056. The key result is that we
bring the median of the distribution back to zero, within �λR and
�V/σ ∼1 × 10−3 dex. This is well below the statistical median
uncertainty of λR and V/σ in surveys (van de Sande et al. 2017a). We
also significantly reduce the spread of the distribution in applying
this correction. However, in comparing σ for �λcorr

R (σ = 0.02 dex)
and �V/σ corr(σ = 0.06 dex), as shown in Fig. 8, we see that λR is
more effectively corrected than V/σ . We believe that this is due to
the fact that the seeing conditions impact the value of LOS velocity
more than the dispersion; as λR has factors of velocity in both the
numerator and the denominator, these effects are partially cancelled
out, unlike in V/σ . The skew of each distribution demonstrates
that we tend to undercorrect our values. In comparison, the G18
correction has a more significant skew towards overcorrection, where
�λG18

R ∼ 0.006+0.129
−0.040.
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Recovering λ R and V/σ 2027

Figure 7. Demonstrating the success of the correction for regular FRs (above) and for SRs (below). The panels on the left show the observed �λR values prior
to correction (red), G18’s empirical correction within the bounds described in G18 (orange), G18’s correction but for data outside the bounds (n > 6.5 or Reff �=
1) (yellow), and the HYPER.FIT correction derived through this work (green). We show the same distribution but for �V/σ in the panels on the right.

Figure 8. Histograms demonstrating the distributions of the corrected
kinematics, �λR (left) and �V/σ (right), for all 41 202/41 325 observations.
(Above) The green bars show �λcorr

R and �V/σ corr; the orange bar in the right-
hand panel shows the residuals following G18’s correction. (Below) Breaking
down the same sample into FRs and SRs in blue and red, respectively. Dashed
lines indicate the median and the σ values describe the standard deviation of
each distribution.

In the lower panel of Fig. 8, we break down the distributions
into samples of SRs and FRs in red and blue, respectively. If we
consider the effect of seeing on the rotator types independently, we
find that �λobs

R ∼ −0.230−0.038
−0.374 for FRs and �λobs

R ∼ −0.330−0.209
−0.433

for SRs. Similarly, �V/σ obs ∼ −0.292−0.054
−0.462 for FRs and �V/σ obs

∼ −0.362−0.228
−0.463 for SRs. For both kinematic measurements, we see

that FRs are relatively affected by seeing a lesser amount than SRs,
as concluded in Harborne et al. (2019) because the median values are
much larger in the SRs. However, following correction, we bring all
values back towards zero successfully. On average, these corrected
values have a distribution described by �λcorr

R ∼ 0.000+0.015
−0.016 and

�V/σ corr ∼ 0.000+0.036
−0.053 for the FRs; for the SRs, these values are

�λcorr
R ∼ −0.001+0.027

−0.020 and �V/σ corr ∼ 0.000+0.045
−0.065. The difference

between the spread for the corrected FR and SR is very small, but the
skews are opposite, with SRs more overcorrected on average than
the FRs. However, while the effect of seeing on the SRs is relatively
larger, the corrected position in real space is close to true due to the
fact that these values are by definition smaller.

Kinematic measures are often presented as a function of ellipticity,
where SRs and FRs can be distinguished. Fig. 9 demonstrates the
effect of applying our correction to six galaxies from our sample
in this spin–ellipticity plane for measurements made within 1 Reff.
On the left, we demonstrate the observations made at a variety of
seeing conditions up to the limit of σ PSF/Rmaj = 0.6, similar to the
cuts made for observations in SAMI (van de Sande et al. 2017a). As
the conditions get poorer, we see that the measurements are shifted
down towards the SR regime. Following correction, these tails are
significantly reduced for both λR and V/σ .
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2028 K. E. Harborne et al.

Figure 9. Showing the kinematic measurements for six galaxies made within 1 Reff in the spin–ellipticity plane at a variety of seeing conditions up to σ PSF/Rmaj

= 0.6. λR (top) and V/σ (bottom) are shown with respect to ellipticity, ε. The first column demonstrates the observed data. The centre column shows the same
data following the application of the corrections in equations (16) and (17). The final plot in the last column shows the data with the G18 correction applied.
Colour denotes the Sérsic index of the galaxy and opacity indicates the level of blurring applied. The magneta lines in all panels show the theoretical relation
between spin and ellipticity for edge on galaxies, assuming δ ∼ 0.7ε (see Cappellari et al. 2007 for more details). The dotted black lines in the top row show the
FR/SR criteria from Cappellari (2016).

Using the corrected panels in the centre of Fig. 9, we can see a
few of the deficiencies of equations (16) and (17). For λR

corr, we
see residual seeing effects present in the highly inclined systems. A
similar effect is seen in the corrected V/σ corr, though this is secondary
to the fact that the lowest Sérsic index galaxy shown, n =1.22, has a
large residual in comparison to the others. This is important to bear in
mind when applying the V/σ correction. We have not fully described
all of the scatter within the σ PSF/Rmaj versus V/σ parameter space,
leaving a residual that can be seen in the higher V/σ values. This
residual Sérsic dependence is far less of an issue for λR.

If we consider only valid observations (i.e. λR and ε > 0.05)
classified by their true kinematics, we found that 2.8 per cent of
the full sample of 41 202 observations are intrinsic SR (as shown
in Fig. 1). Redoing our classification of FRs and SRs using the
measured and corrected λR, 2.7 per cent fall into the SR regime
(corrected from a fraction of 17 per cent). This brings us much closer
to the 2.8 per cent of the original, perfect-seeing classifications. We
correct 99.9 per cent (all but 61 observations) back to their true
classification. These remaining mismatched observations are nearly
all SR that have been observed to have spin parameters close to
the λR = 0.05 cut-off. These observations tend to occupy the 0.5 <

σ PSF/Rmaj < 1 range, and have observed ellipticities, ε < 0.2. The
residuals between the true parameter and the corrected values are
less than 0.05, but even this level of difference causes the incorrect
galaxy classification to be assigned. Overall, however, this difference
is very small. We show the distributions of mismatched kinematic

class observations in Fig. 10. By comparison, the G18 correction
reduces this fraction to 1.7 per cent.

4.2 EAGLE galaxy results

The correction presented in this work has been derived using a
set of N-body regularly rotating models. It is important to verify
that this correction is valid also for an independent set of galaxies
with different assembly histories. Furthermore, while the majority
of galaxies appear as FRs, as discussed in Section 2, it is important
to understand the effect this correction has on the full data set i.e.
including the irregular rotators. We have selected three FR and four
SR galaxies that exhibit slow or irregular rotation from the EAGLE

simulation for this test, as outlined in Table 2, and present their
analysis below.

We begin with 20 615 observations of the EAGLE galaxies listed in
Table 2. When we remove any observations using the cuts explained
in Section 3 (ε and λR or V/σ < 0.05), this reduces the sample
size to 15 090 observations. Using the criteria in equation (3), we
divide the sample of regularly rotating EAGLE observations into
9722/10 100 FRs and 2440/2497 SRs for λR and V/σ , respectively. We
also have two galaxies that have been identified as having irregular
kinematic morphology [i.e. GalaxyIDs = 10770392 (2σ ) and
10048611 (odd)] that are analysed separately.

Plotting these in Fig. 11, we have 448 FR σ PSF/Rmaj tracks and
102 SR tracks, of which 8 observations are fully SR across all seeing
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Figure 10. Histograms demonstrating the observations with mismatched
kinematic classes following correction (61/489) by this work and G18,
respectively, where we consider the true kinematic class to be that one
defined based on the true λR values measured within 1 Reff, as explained
in Section 2.3.2.

conditions. At first glance, this set of galaxies shows a broader range
of scatter in both the observed and corrected track shapes than the
N-body set shown in Fig. 7.

The largest discrepancy between the N-body and EAGLE samples
that may cause these effects is the particle resolution of each
simulation. The three regular FRs have an order of magnitude fewer
particles than the full N-body catalogue of galaxies (NEAGLE ∼
1 × 105 versus NN-body = 2.5 × 106). The four galaxies chosen
for their SR and irregular properties have an order of magnitude
fewer particles again (N ∼ 1 × 104). From Ludlow et al. (2019), we
know that for galaxies with low particle numbers, two-body particle
scattering will affect the size and very likely the velocity dispersion
profile of a galaxy, causing the discs to have larger scale heights than
expected. This will also be affected by the intrinsic softening size
and the temperature floor within EAGLE. While we have selected a
conservative particle limit based on convergence tests in Lagos et al.
(2017), this value may need to be even larger for generating mock
observations using tools such as SIMSPIN. We know that the softening
in the simulation alone (0.70 pkpc) is equivalent to a level of blurring
that contributes on top of the effects we have added, meaning that
the value we have taken as �λtrue

R is more like observations of the
N-body systems made at σ PSF/Rmaj > 0. This will lead to an increased
level of scatter in our corrected kinematics as we are applying this
formula without accounting for the added seeing contribution.

The particle resolution is also very important to the final track
shape that is observed, as highlighted in Fig. 11. In the top and
centre panels, we have highlighted the higher resolution models in
a darker, thicker colour than the low-resolution set. The irregular
tracks shown in the lower panels are also of low-resolution particle
models. Noticeably, the tracks for the low-resolution models follow a
different shape to the higher resolution models, appearing to reduce
rapidly at very small seeing effects and plateau to a maximum �

earlier in the track. The convolution of any size PSF with the sparser

particle numbers will make it much easier for atmospheric effects to
blur out any rotation.

This also manifests in the shape of the track for the smaller
apertures (Reff factor = 0.5) that, by definition, contain less than
half the total number of particles in the model. We see that these
tracks show a greater departure from the expected ‘S’-shaped track,
even for the FR selected simulations with 1 × 105 particles.

Because these low-resolution models have the highest particle
numbers available from the SR sample extracted from the EAGLE

RefL0100N1504 box, we cannot fully evaluate how effective this
correction is for irregular systems. Nevertheless, we show the 35
σ PSF/Rmaj tracks for 395/503 observations of λR and V/σ , respec-
tively, in the lower panels of Fig. 11 for completeness. Interestingly,
we see that using the criteria in equation (3), there are several of the
observations of the irregular galaxies that would have been classified
as FRs at low seeing (as can be seen by tracks beginning between 0 <

σ PSF/Rmaj < 1 in Fig. 11). This may suggest that looking for irregular
systems within the SR category may not be sufficient. In the future,
we would like to test this on our own cosmological zoom models of
irregular systems built at a much higher particle resolution, but this
is beyond the scope of this paper.

We consider the average statistics of the distributions using the
median and 16th and 84th percentiles below and above, respectively.
For the FR observations, �λobs

R ∼ −0.275−0.055
−0.413 reduces to �λcorr

R

∼ −0.013+0.091
−0.127; SR observations, �λobs

R ∼ −0.370−0.181
−0.517 reduces

to �λcorr
R ∼ −0.027+0.079

−0.239; and for the irregular galaxies, �λobs
R

∼ −0.500−0.263
−0.651 reduces to �λcorr

R ∼ −0.208−0.055
−0.442. The overall effect

of the correction does move the kinematic measurement up and closer
to true, but does not do much to reduce the spread. Values are also
often skewed towards undercorrection; this is understandable if we
consider that the effect of particle softening in EAGLE effectively
moves what we have taken as the intrinsic value along the track
towards σ PSF/Rmaj > 0. However, even in the worst case of the
irregular systems, we reduce the effects of seeing by a factor of
2. For the majority of the regularly rotating systems drawn from
EAGLE, we are reducing the effects by a factor of 4.

By applying our correction to this data set, the SR fraction is
reduced from 19 per cent to 11 per cent (where the fraction for the
intrinsic data is 1 per cent). In this case, the G18 correction reduces
the SR fraction to 7 per cent. In Fig. 12, we consider the observations
that have been labelled incorrectly following correction. We find
that the distributions for this work and G18 are fairly similar to
one another. From Fig. 8, we know that the G18 correction tends
to overcorrect systems pushing them further towards the FR regime.
Given that all mismatched observations have been labelled as SRs
after correction implies that neither our correction nor G18 is pushing
these observations far enough, but that G18 goes further, as can also
be seen in the residual histogram in the upper right panel of Fig. 12.
While we incorrectly categorize more observations as SR, we are
getting the corrected λR values much closer to true than G18, which
has a tail of observations that are strongly overcorrected.

Overall, this independent test confirms that this correction is
applicable to a broad number of regularly rotating galaxies. The issue
of particle resolution makes it difficult to conclude how effective
this correction is for irregularly rotating systems. However, for the
systems shown in Fig. 11, we see that the net effect is to move them
closer to true.

It seems reasonable to assume that the σ PSF/Rmaj track shape with
seeing is different for a galaxy with embedded, irregular kinematic
features. However, if the impact of seeing is large enough to have
washed out these features, we expect to move the kinematics on a
similar track, given that the tracks for FRs and SRs are similar. In
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2030 K. E. Harborne et al.

Figure 11. Considering the effect of seeing on the kinematics of the EAGLE galaxies demonstrating the FR sample (top), the SR sample (centre), and the two
irregular examples (bottom). The lines are coloured as in Fig. 7. We have shown tracks of systems with higher particle resolution in the opaque, thicker lines.
Transparent, darker lines show tracks for the low particle resolution systems. The 2σ and odd galaxies shown below also have low particle resolution. The
success of the correction seems to show strong dependence on resolution.

applying this correction to irregulars, at least in the cases shown in
Fig. 11, the result is moving the value towards the correct value.

4.3 Application to real data

We have demonstrated that these corrections are applicable to a whole
range of different simulated data sets, thus it seems prudent to explore
the effect of this correction on real observations. Here, we apply our
corrections to SAMI DR2 observations (Scott et al. 2018). Following
the methodology of van de Sande et al. (2017b, 2019), we begin by

applying the standard quality cuts to the sample. From the initial
sample of 960 galaxies, we exclude 11 observations for which the
radius out to which the stellar kinematics can be accurately measured
is less than the half width at half-maximum of the PSF (HWHMPSF),
and a further 95 observations that are poorly resolved for which
kinematics cannot be obtained. Galaxies are removed that have a
stellar mass less than 109.5 M� due to the reliability of kinematics
below this mass, removing 89 systems from the sample. We further
remove 24 galaxies with ε, λR or V/σ < 0.05 and σ PSF/Rmaj > 1, in
line with our empirical correction requirements. This leaves us with
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Recovering λ R and V/σ 2031

Figure 12. Histograms demonstrating the observations with mismatched
kinematic classes following correction (1494/990) by this work and G18,
respectively, for the EAGLE galaxies, where we consider the true kinematic
class to be that one defined based on the true λR values measured within 1
Reff, as explained in Section 2.3.2.

741 observations from DR2. In order to demonstrate the effect of the
correction, we compare the SR fraction of this sample before and after
correction. We find, using the FR/SR criteria of Cappellari (2016) in
equation (3) that this sample of 914 galaxies contains 9 per cent SR.
Using equations (16) and (17), we calculate the corrected kinematic
values, λR and V/σ , and recalculating the SR fraction, we find that
this has dropped to 5 per cent.

In Fig. 13, we show these observations before and after correction
in the spin–ellipticity plane. The grey empty points show the original
observed kinematic parameter, while the full, coloured points show
the value after correction. Each pair of points is joined by a line to
show how far that single observation has moved following correction.
The sizes of these lines vary across the parameter space, which
we have shown is dependent on a combination of galaxy shape,
ellipticity, measurement radius, and seeing conditions.

The range of colours in this figure demonstrates that such correc-
tions are important for comparing survey data. While the predom-
inant σ PSF/Rmaj value is ∼0.3, this value varies from 0.08 to 0.82.
The length of lines connecting uncorrected and corrected points does
not scale linearly with σ PSF/Rmaj, so simple adjustments made using
the seeing conditions alone are not sufficient to make consistent
comparisons. This justifies the requirement in the community for the
corrections presented in this work. We further find that the corrections
presented in this paper are important for quantifying the presence of
a bimodality in the λR–ε plane (van de Sande et al., in preparation).

4.4 The relationship between kinematic parameters

Finally, we use our idealized data set, as shown in Table 1, to examine
how seeing conditions and measurement radius affect the relationship
between λR and V/σ . In Emsellem et al. (2007), they introduce a
simple approximation that allows conversion from one kinematic

parameter to the other:

λR ≈ κ (V /σ )√
1 + κ2 (V /σ )2

. (19)

This κ-parameter has been calculated and compared across different
surveys (SAURON ∼1.1; Emsellem et al. 2007), ATLAS3D ∼ 1.06
(van de Sande et al. 2017a; Emsellem et al. 2011 found a value of
κ ∼ 1.1 originally with mixed aperture sizes), SAMI ∼0.97 (van
de Sande et al. 2017a), but the value and the level of scatter in the
plotted distribution is not consistent. The SAMI distribution of λR

versus V/σ is a much tighter distribution than that seen in ATLAS3D,
for example.6

In van de Sande et al. (2017a), they demonstrate that the scatter
in the distribution is affected by systematics such as the difference
in spatial resolution and seeing conditions. ATLAS3D has a much
higher resolution, such that complex internal dynamical features are
not washed out by atmospheric blurring. It follows that there is a
larger scatter in the κ-relation for this survey, as λR is designed to
better distinguish internal kinematic structures than V/σ (Emsellem
et al. 2007, 2011).

In Cortese et al. (2019), it was suggested that conversion between
λR and V/σ may not be trivial if κ has a strong dependence on the size
of the PSF. We can use our data set to investigate this. We measure
κ in our idealized data set using regression, minimizing the sum of
least squares for the uncorrected values of λR and V/σ . We use the
uncorrected values because we want to examine how κ is affected by
seeing. The error on this fitted value can be found by

σ̂ =
√

Q

n − p
, (20)

where Q is the remaining sum of the square residuals from the best-
fitting κ value, n is the number of observations in the data set, and p is
the number of parameters being fit (i.e. p = 1 for the one parameter,
κ). In the case of the full 41 231 observations, κ = 1.05 ± 0.016.
This is shown in Fig. 14 by the black curve.

Our idealized observations have been generated using the same
resolution as the SAMI survey and so we cannot investigate the
effect of spatial resolution with this data alone. Furthermore, we
have only considered regular rotators in this analysis. When we add
our sample of observations from EAGLE to the distribution, we find
they do add to the overall scatter of the distribution as shown by
the grey points in Fig. 14. When fitting κ to the full idealized plus
EAGLE data set, we find that the value decreases slightly, but with
larger scatter, to κ = 1.04 ± 0.018. This is shown by the grey curve
in Fig. 14. This indicates that κ value may also see variations due to
the number of irregular systems in the data set.

We then bin our idealized data set of 41 202 observations by the five
Reff factors and by seeing conditions, with bin widths of �σ PSF/Rmaj

= 0.1. For each bin, we fit equation (19). The inbuilt panels on the
left demonstrate the trends of κ with these variables independently.

As in van de Sande et al. (2017a), we find that there is a slight effect
due to seeing, �κ ∼ ±0.02, though there is a stronger dependence on
aperture size, where we see a positive correlation with measurement
radius. Looking at the seeing conditions within each measurement
radius bin, we see that the correlations with seeing conditions change
with the measurement radius being considered. These trends are
shown in Fig. 14 on the right.

6The SAMI value is also smaller due to the different definition of λR that is
used in this survey. For more details on this difference, see Appendix A.
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2032 K. E. Harborne et al.

Figure 13. The effect of applying our corrections to the SAMI DR2 data. (Above) The λR–ε plane, with magenta and dash lines as in Fig. 9, and (below) the
V/σ–ε plane for the range of data that meets the quality criteria cuts described in the text. Grey empty points demonstrate observed kinematics and full coloured
points show their corrected kinematic values. Lines connect each point to demonstrate how far each point has moved. The colours show the size of the PSF
(σ ) as compared to the effective radius of the galaxy. In the upper left hand corner, we show how the SR fraction has changed in the sample before and after
correction.

Figure 14. Demonstrating the relationship between λR and V/σ . We have fitted equation (19) to our observations. The coloured points show the N-body
observations, with colour highlighting the measurement radius; grey points represent all EAGLE observations. The two inbuilt panels on the left demonstrate the
κ values fitted to the whole sample binned by Reff or PSF (left and right, respectively). The trends of κ with PSF within each measurement radius group are
shown on the right. Errors shown are the standard deviation of the residual sum of least-square deviations. The arrow annotations in the upper left corner and
along the distribution explain the trends shown on the right. All three arrows have the same gradient.

The gradient change can be understood by considering the trends
seen in Fig. 2. We know that, overall, the effect of seeing on V/σ is
slightly greater than that of λR. We also know this effect is consistent
across Rfac

eff , but on average we measure higher values of λR and V/σ
at larger measurement radii. At the lower spin end of the parameter
space, a more rapid change in V/σ is going to scatter points towards
higher κ . Moving points in a similar direction at higher spin, the effect
causes κ to be pulled down. This is illustrated by the annotations in

Fig. 14, where each arrow has exactly the same gradient. The absolute
change in κ seen in Fig. 14 is very small, with the maximum variation
�κ ∼ ±0.02 in all figures on the right-hand side. This may be due to
the fact that there is opposing trends with Sérsic index and ellipticity
for λR and V/σ that we see in Fig. 3. The potential variation in the
gradient change with σ PSF/Rmaj at each Rfac

eff is important. If a given
survey contains a larger portion of one Reff factor than another, the
average fit to the full data set will be biased. This also confirms the
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results of van de Sande et al. (2017a), in so much as reiterating the
need for such aperture corrections.

5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

In this work, we have investigated how seeing conditions affect
kinematic measurements of simulated galaxies across a range of
morphologies. We find that atmospheric blurring causes the number
of SRs inferred to be artificially increased relative to its intrinsic
value, which can cause problems when trying to infer trends in the
kinematic morphology–density relation. In our sample of regular
rotators, the effects of seeing cause the fraction of SR to increase
from 3 per cent to 17 per cent.

This has led us to design a new empirical correction, which can
be applied to reduce these effects. For our full sample of regular
rotators, we see that the SR fraction for corrected values is returned
to 3 per cent, and the corresponding spread of the distribution is
�λcorr

R ∼ −0.000+0.030
−0.024 dex and �V/σ corr ∼ −0.002+0.036

−0.037 dex. While
our irregular sample has issues relating to the resolution of the
models considered, we have demonstrated that this formula brings
observed values of �λcorr

R back to within ∼ −0.208−0.055
−0.442 dex for

the irregular systems. We expect this offset to be due to the galaxy
models rather than the ability of the correction and hence these values
should improve with a better test sample, such as cosmological zoom
simulations with higher particle resolution. We advise caution when
using models with ‘low’ (N ∼ 105) particle numbers for kinematic
measurements.

Our formulae successfully corrects the λR and V/σ measurements
of both FRs and SRs, but still has the following limitations:

(i) We have designed this correction based on a range of fast
regular rotators with Sérsic indices from 1 < n < 5.5. We also
require that λR, V/σ , and ellipticity values are larger than 0.05. We
have then shown that this correction is valid for a large variety of
regular rotators with n ≤ 8, whether those observations are classed
SRs or FRs. Confirming the effectiveness of these formulae outside of
this range, or for systems that show irregular kinematic morphology,
is beyond the scope of this paper.

(ii) We have made the assumption that the Sérsic index, projected
inclination, and seeing PSF have been accurately measured and do
not propagate errors in these parameters through our equation.

(iii) We have also assumed that the scatter in the parameter
space is fully described by shape, inclination, seeing conditions,
and measurement radius.

With respect to (i), this is an unfortunate limitation of all kinematic
corrections. For systems in which the kinematically distinct features
are washed out by seeing or resolution, we cannot hope to recover
them using an empirical correction. Similarly, finite numerical
resolution – an issue for the EAGLE sample of simulated galaxies
– cannot be corrected for. Nevertheless, we have shown that such a
correction is reasonably effective for a small sample of slow regularly
rotating systems and that the effect on the EAGLE irregulars is to move
them closer to their true value. Therefore, we believe equations (16)
and (17) could be very useful for correcting all data in a statistical
sense. Furthermore, we have shown that in the relative parameter
space, the tracks for regular FRs and SRs are similar and so this
correction works in both cases. We see the average effect of seeing
reduced from �λobs

R ∼ −0.241−0.040
−0.382 to �λcorr

R ∼ −0.001+0.029
−0.021 for

FRs and �λobs
R ∼ −0.337−0.203

−0.454 to �λcorr
R ∼ −0.002+0.036

−0.037 for SRs;
equivalently, �V/σ obs ∼ −0.306−0.061

−0.472 to �V/σ corr ∼ −0.003+0.033
−0.077

for FRs and �V/σ obs ∼ −0.372−0.230
−0.497 to �V/σ corr ∼ −0.013+0.040

−0.110

for SRs.

In making the assumption that other galaxy properties can be accu-
rately calculated, we have ignored a significant factor of uncertainty
that will result in scatter in the corrected kinematics. As discussed
in G18, effective radii are difficult to measure in a consistent and
accurate manner and the error in σ PSF, depending on the survey,
is ∼ 10 per cent (Allen et al. 2015; Law et al. 2016). We have not
accounted for signal to noise in this work, and suggest that this
addition may add to the uncertainty. Furthermore, Sérsic indices
have a minimum uncertainty that can be inflated by resolution,
improper modelling of the sky, or PSF, and we found assigning a
single-component value to two-component models was difficult. The
combination of all of these issues makes the error in the corrected
kinematics impossible to quantify accurately. Hence, we encourage
conservative estimates of the corrected values.

Finally, we believe that the latter assumption (iii) – that scatter
within the parameter space can be fully described using the factors
we have considered – been shown to be valid throughout Section 3,
especially for λR. However, we have also established that the
magnitude of λR is decreased much less by seeing conditions than
V/σ and that it is much easier to account for these effects through the
use of our correction (where the standard deviation for �λcorr

R ∼ 0.02
versus �V/σ corr ∼ 0.06). We have noticed a shift in the community
towards using V/σ over λR in recent years (Cortese et al. 2019; van
de Sande et al. 2019), but put forward the suggestion that λR is
more robust and comparable across different surveys once corrected.
We also note here that we have not considered the spatial sampling
within these equations, but expand on this further in Appendix C.
The effect of spatial sampling is complex and multidimensional, but
we demonstrate that it is important to consider when correcting the
kinematics of small systems observed with poor seeing.

Future surveys will gain large number statistics of kinematic
observations. We present these formulae as a way to correct the
distribution of λR and V/σ in a manner that is not biased towards
specific shapes or seeing conditions. Making such comparisons on
an even footing is vitally important to advances within the field of
galaxy evolution.
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Figure S1. Cut-out images of the elliptical N-body galaxies observe
dusing SIMSPIN.
Figure S2. Cut-out images of the c = 1 N-body galaxies observed
using SIMSPIN.
Figure S3. Cut-out images of the c = 10 N-body galaxies observed
using SIMSPIN.
Figure S4. Cut-out images of the c = 50 N-body galaxies observed
using SIMSPIN.
Figure S5. Cut-out images of the FR EAGLE galaxies observed using
SIMSPIN.
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Figure S6. Cut-out images of the SR EAGLE galaxies observed using
SIMSPIN.
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A P P E N D I X A : FO R λR MEASURED U SING
ELLIPTICAL RADII

When measuring the observable spin parameter, λR, the radial
parameter associated with a spaxel, Ri, in equation (1) can be
considered as the radius of a circle that passes through the relevant
spaxel. Alternatively, the radius can be defined as the semimajor axis
of an ellipse that would pass through the spaxel. This is the common
method used within the SAMI team (e.g. Cortese et al. 2016; van de
Sande et al. 2017b).

Hence, following the methods described in Section 3, we derived a
second correction, this time using the λR measured using the elliptical
radii measure. This alternative correction is shown in equation (A1).
As before, we found that the HAR algorithm produces the lowest
value of intrinsic scatter σ (�λε

R = 0.04905). The resulting equation
is very similar to equation (16), but with a logarithmic dependence

Figure A1. As in Fig. 7 for FR measurements of λε
R (above), and for

SR observations (below). We show this for the elliptically measured spin
parameter λR

ε . Red lines show the trends before correction, orange lines
demonstrate following the application of the G18 correction within the bounds
of its design, yellow lines show G18’s correction for all other data, and green
lines show the effect of applying the corrections presented in this work.

on ellipticity. In Fig. A1, we show the effect of this correction on
measurements of λε

R .

�λcorr
ε−R = f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
+

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)
× f

(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)
, (A1)

where,

f

(
σPSF

Rmaj

)�λε
R

= 7.49

1 + e
[4.01

(
σPSF
Rmaj

)1.57

+2.84]

− 0.41,

f
(
ε, n, Rfac

eff

)�λε
R = [0.02 × log10(ε)]

− [0.19 × log10(n)]

− [
0.13 × Rfac

eff

]
+ 0.28.

Given the two versions of this correction, we further tested how
well the λR version (equation 16) performed when using it to correct
λε

R , rather than equation (A1). The results of this investigation are
shown in Fig. A2. While both corrections will bring measurements
back towards the true value, when using equation (16) on λε

R , values
will tend to be undercorrected.

Plotting the λε
R measurements against V/σ , as in Section 4.4, we

find that we recover smaller values of κ ∼ 0.91−0.95 (in line with
van de Sande et al. 2017a below unity). The effects of seeing on this
definition of κ show similar trends to Fig. 14, but are less severe,
especially at Reff where the distribution with seeing is almost flat.
This seems to be because the increasing seeing moves you along the
curve, rather than off the curve.

Figure A2. Showing the distributions of corrected values of �λε
R when using

equation (A1) (green) versus equation (16) (red). While the means of each
histogram both lie close to zero, the red histogram is skewed much more than
the green towards undercorrected values.
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A P P E N D I X B: C O M PA R I N G N- B O DY A N D
H Y D RO DY NA M I C A L T R E AT M E N T S F O R FL U X

Throughout this work, we have used N-body systems to derive our
correction. These models have been observed using SIMSPIN where
the mass of each particle has been converted into a relative flux
using a mass-to-light ratio. For the EAGLE systems, we have followed
the prescription laid out in Trayford et al. (2015), and used SED
modelling to calculate the flux of each particle according to the age
and metallicity.

To verify that this difference does not cause an impact on the mea-
sured results. Here, we took one of the high-resolution FR galaxies,
GalaxyID = 14202037, and observed it through SIMSPIN using
the mass-to-light prescription used on the N-body systems. We have
taken 5758 λR observations at the same range of seeing conditions,
inclination, and measurement radii as the original sample. We have
then plotted these alongside the equivalent hydrodynamical SED
measurements.

There is very little difference between the two treatments, as can be
seen in Fig. B1. The following statistics are presented as the median of
each distribution with the 16th and 84th percentiles below and above,
respectively (ν84th

16th ). The residual values are �λcorr
R ∼ −0.011+0.080

−0.057
and �λcorr

R ∼ 0.012+0.030
−0.089 for the SED and mass-to-light treatments,

Figure B1. The tracks of �λR and �V/σ for observations of the EAGLE

galaxy GalaxyID = 14202037 made using the two treatments of flux
within SIMSPIN. The mass-to-light treatment used for the N-body galaxies
is shown in the dashed lines while the full SED modelling used for the
hydrodynamical galaxies is shown in the solid lines. Red tracks show the
uncorrected measurements and green show tracks following the correction
presented in this paper.

respectively. Overall, this difference is within the standard error such
that the analysis made for the EAGLE systems in Section 4.2 is valid.

A P P E N D I X C : EX A M I N I N G TH E E F F E C T O F
SPATIAL SAMPLING

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the effects of spatial sampling and
observational seeing are strongly related. In order to separate these
effects, we have maintained a constant spatial sampling throughout
the development of the correction and subsequent tests. However,
it is important to assess how sensitive these corrections are to the
spatial sampling of the observation.

In order to examine this, we have taken a selection of the N-body
galaxies in Table 1 (the S0, Sb, and Sd galaxies at each concentration,
giving a sample of nine models) and remeasured the kinematic
parameters, λR and V/σ , at a variety of different spatial samplings. We
did this by observing the galaxy from different distances, evaluating
each galaxy at seven different sizes within the aperture and 10
inclinations, corresponding to a further 630 observations. We define
the spatial pixel sampling (SPS) as a dimensionless quantity that
represents the area of the pixels within the measurement radius. This
has been parametrized as

SPS = (πR2
maj

√
1 − ε2)/δ2

spaxel, (C1)

where the SPS is dimensionless but related to the number of pixels
within the measurement ellipse, given by the elliptical area of the
measurement radius in arcsec divided by the square of the spaxel
size of the IFU data cube (δspaxel, i.e. SAMI’s spatial pixels have a
size 0.5 arcsec). In this definition, δspaxel is a constant defined by a
survey’s instrumentation and therefore cannot be changed to improve
the SPS of the galaxy in question (i.e. you cannot rebin your image
with a greater number of pixels and hope to improve the corrected
kinematics). In this test, we have explored a range of samplings from
SPS of 50 to 600.

In Fig. C1, we show how the true kinematic value (the value
that is measured at perfect seeing conditions) changes as the spatial
sampling decreases. The difference is less that 0.01 dex when SPS is

Figure C1. Demonstrating the effect of reducing the spatial sampling on
kinematic measurements. No seeing conditions have been incorporated at this
stage, such that the effects of seeing and spatial sampling can be disentangled.
At SPS values below ∼250, the measured kinematic values become quite
noisy.
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Figure C2. The relative difference between the corrected kinematics mea-
sured within 1 Reff and their true value (�λcorr

R = log10(λcorr
R )− log10(λtrue

R ))
across a range of different spatial pixels sampling. The colours represent
the level of seeing, σ PSF/Rmaj. Each line shows the median, with the shaded
region showing the 16th and 84th percentiles of the distribution.

greater than ∼250, but below this sampling the 1σ spread around zero
becomes 0.05 dex. We note that the variation due to spatial sampling
is considerable smaller than the impact of seeing when σ PSF/Rmaj

∼ 0.2. This spatial sampling threshold has a strong dependence on
Sérsic index, as demonstrated by the colour of the lines. More disc-
dominated galaxies are stable to lower samplings. Hence, the SPS
will change our definition of λtrue

R . However, this does not mean
that the correction presented in this work is not useful below this
sampling, just that the quoted uncertainty in the corrected kinematics
will become larger as the sampling becomes poorer.

In order to understand how the uncertainty of the corrected
kinematics changes with spatial sampling, we have taken our 630
galaxy observations and applied seeing conditions at increments of
0.5 arcsec from 0 to 15 arcsec to give a total of 19 530 observations. In
Fig. C2, we demonstrate the effect of applying the seeing correction
to each observation and plot the relative difference between the
corrected kinematic value and the true value at that sampling. Colours
demonstrate the level of seeing for each group of observations. Each
line demonstrates the median with the shading showing the 16th and
84th percentiles about this value. By breaking up the distribution in
this way, we can see that the application of this correction is valid
down to the poorest SPSs considered, though the quoted uncertainty
on these parameters will increase with the level of seeing. Hence,
we caution against using this correction method for heavily seeing-
dominated data with low spatial sampling. At the lowest spatial
samplings, it would be sensible to apply a cut at σ PSF/Rmaj < 0.6 to
avoid the significant rise in uncertainty that occurs in the kinematics
of the most blurred observations.

Figure C3. The relative difference between the corrected kinematic param-
eter as measured using all spaxels within the FOV and the true associated
value across a range of spatial samplings. As in Fig. C2, each line shows
the median with the 16th–84th percentiles indicated by the shaded region.
Observations are coloured by the level of seeing, where we now consider the
size of the PSF relative to the radius of the FOV (to replace σ PSF/Rmaj within
the correction equations 16 and 17).

This is especially important to note for surveys like SAMI and
MaNGA, whose sampling will often sit around SPS ∼ 250. However,
following the standard data cuts made for SAMI DR2 in Section 4.3,
we find that while 459 galaxies sit with SPS < 250, only 2 of those
systems sit in the maximum range 0.5 < σ PSF/Rmaj < 0.6. Hence,
although DR2 contains a range of SPS, including values as low
as 50, these observations are often at very good seeing conditions
(σ PSF/Rmaj ∼ 0.2 arcsec) allowing the correction equation and its
stated uncertainty to still be valid for these regimes.

Finally, we also examine the suitability of the idea proposed in
D’Eugenio et al. (2013), in which instead of using only a limited
number of pixels within 1 Reff, you use all pixels within the field
of view to compute the kinematics. For each observation made at
a reduced spatial sampling, we also compute the kinematics within
an ellipse at the maximum extent of the field of view, noting the
number of Reff this occurs at. We can then use the Reff factor within
the correction equations to remove the effects of seeing from this
measurement. Considering these results as in Fig. C2, we show how
the relative uncertainty in the corrected kinematics changes as a
function of spatial sampling and seeing conditions in Fig. C3. Again,
the lines show the median value within each group of observations
and the shaded regions show the 16th and 84th percentiles.

Because we are now correcting a measurement made at a greater
radial extent, Fig. C3 does not mimic the same trend as the
measurements made within 1 Reff in Fig. C2. By measuring the
kinematics using all available spaxels, there is likely to be a greater
proportion of extraneous flux in the measured kinematic value and
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hence, it is more likely to be overcorrected. However, the corrected
kinematics will have a more consistent uncertainty across the variety
of spatial samplings considered. This technique also makes it easier
to use measurements from the full variety of seeing conditions.
Of course, the choice of using the full field-of-view to compute
the kinematics will depend on the scientific enquiry being made.
However, Fig. C3 shows that the correction presented in this work is
also applicable in such cases due to the inclusion of the Reff-factor
parameter. By replacing the σ PSF/Rmaj value within equations (16)

and (17) with σ PSF/RFOV (in order to properly account for the level
of seeing relative to the measurement radius), the correction works
consistently well across a broader range of SPS. After measurements
have been corrected using seeing at the maximum radial extent, the

data can be corrected to a comparative value (i.e. 1 Reff) using aperture
corrections (e.g. van de Sande et al. 2017a).

A P P E N D I X D : C U T- O U T K I N E M AT I C IM AG E S
O F M O D E L G A L A X I E S

We present the kinematic maps generated for all of the galaxies
examined in this paper in the supplementary material online.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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